
Made in Sweden

Next generation tilt-in-space wheelchairs!
HD Balance is a brand new Swedish tilt-in-space wheelchair with a design in which both 
users’ and carers’ needs and requirements have been considered throughout the developing 
process. Exclusively materials and components of the highest quality standards are used in the 
manufacturing of the wheelchair. Precision and durability are key words.

Seat widths:  38, 42, 46, 50

Wheel sizes: 16” & 24”

Seat tilt: ca 0º - 20° (standard)  
 ca -5° - 30° (optional)

Backrest angle: ca 90° - 120°

Max user weight: 135 kg
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Important features:

►  Good haNdLING
 Extremely short distance between the caster & wheel gives very 

good handling for both users & carers. The driving wheels are also 
fully in line with the castors allowing the chair to run easily on 
narrow ramps.

►  SEat tILtING pIvot IS LocatEd NEar uSEr cG
 Provides better control of tilting as it requires less force to tilt, 

especially valuable when tilting heavy users. The tilting pivot 
position offers the opportunity for expanded tilting in special 
cases.

►  hIGh patIENt SEcurIty
 Scales for different settings
 The good seating ergonomics is combined with a number of 

scales to make it easier for carers and relatives to ensure that the 
user is sitting in the right position. The communication between 
prescribers and carer / user / family is greatly simplified by this.

►  coNtroL pLacEMENt
 Tilt and back angle controls are positioned so that the carer can 

maintain his/her grip around the push bar when using these 
functions. It gives greater control of the movement!

►  FLExI Back WIth vELcro-StrapS
 Flexi back with adjustable Velcro-straps is standard for HD Balance. 

As an option it is possible to choose increased length and/or width.

►  LEG Support WIth ExtrEMELy Good aNGLE adjuStMENt
 The leg supports can be angled between 90 and 180 degrees by 

default, without the casters need to be replaced with smaller ones. 
It is also very easy to remove or swing away the leg support unit. 
As an option there are leg supports available in different fixed 
angles.

►  roBuSt aNd FLExIBLE arMrESt
 The armrest is mounted in one anchor point which makes it easy 

to take off and put in place. Setting options in depth and height is 
generous. The armrest also features a mounting rail where various 
accessory brackets can be mounted, for example table mounts.

►  a WIdE aNd FLExIBLE raNGE oF accESSorIES
 A variety of accessories are available such as alternative leg and 

calf support, trunk support, shoulder support, tables etc.. 

►  INtEGratEd traNSport MouNtS

►  thE WhEELchaIr haS a cLEaN uNdErBody aNd hIGh GrouNd 

cLEaraNcE

Tilt centre, HD Balance
Tilt centre, HD 500


